Kudo is harnessing great technology & great
drivers to make the UK’s most profitable car
insurer, with the happiest customers.
Funding sought: £500,000 - £750,000
Valuation: £3.2m (pre money)
Tax Relief: EIS
The problem
The UK car insurance market is broken.
Insurers struggle to make money, and
customers feel they get a bad deal, backed up
with a bad experience. Incumbents are
saddled with legacy systems and brands that
mean they can’t innovate; so the status quo
remains unchanged - good drivers are lumped
in with the bad, and pay the price for that.
Existing telematics offerings have to contend
against high fixed costs, and a lack of
trust from consumers. The result is that
‘black box’ policies are only sold to those who
are forced to buy them, usually young drivers.
The opportunity
The tide in car insurance is starting to turn:
newer entrants are starting to show what can
be done with a fresh approach. Kudo’s
perfectly positioned to capitalise on this: with
a best-in-class team, great technology, and a
brand that sets them out from the pack.
They’ve designed their insurance product and
tech stack from the ground up to deliver
unbeatable value to customers, while still
delivering great underwriting returns. They’re
the only insurer in the market who knows
how safe their drivers are before they give
them a quote. In a market of 23 million
drivers, this is a massive opportunity.
How the innovation works
Kudo’s technology tracks users' behaviour
based on data-proven characteristics, and
presents this back to them in an easy-to-

digest format. The app runs in the
background, so users don’t have to tell it
when they’re setting out on a trip. That said,
they deeply believe in privacy - so they explain
what data they collect, why they’re collecting
it, and what benefit they get out of that
during onboarding.
Kudo’s tech-stack is engineered for heavy
duty data analysis. They’re building a Data
Vault to enable them to do this, and their
next-generation pricing model allows for
discrete customer segmentation and deeplearning. These aspects of their stack will
constitute a significant part of Kudo’s IP.
Separately, they’ve built their app in
Flutter, Google’s new development
framework, which allows them to have one
codebase, but apps which function natively on
iOS and Android. This will give Kudo a massive
efficiency boost as they grow.
Team
Peter Graham - Co-founded esure, leading it
to 600,000 policyholders. Took over Legal &
General’s business, turning it from £60m loss
to £30m profit in 2 years. Set up insurers both
in the UK and US.
Andy Webb - Proven Ops lead. Early stage
through to Group COO. Senior and early team
at Churchill, L&G, Barbon, others.
Stu Ballantyne - Previously Group Head of
Claims at Direct Line, Ageas, Insure The Box,
and others.
Angus Gow - Full stack, hands-on CTO. Big
Data and mobile expert. Previously
at Microsoft, Lastminute.com, CreditSafe.
Sherdin Omar - Pricing and UW
specialist. Multi-discipline experience,
including founding an MGA. Previous
experience at Liberty Mutual, EY.
Tim Graham - Kudo Co-Founder. Founder of
The Fuel Lab. Digital all-rounder.

Plend is the UK's first Social Lending
Marketplace, allowing people to lend directly
to each other at affordable rates.
Funding sought: £500,000
Valuation: £2.2m (pre money)
Tax Relief: EIS and SEIS
The problem
Quick Isn’t Clever. It takes just 59 seconds to
score a loan application as either Prime or
Sub-Prime via a traditional credit search.
However, research from Experian and PwC
found that at least 12 million people in the
UK are incorrectly scored as ‘Sub-Prime’,
because:
8.3 Million – have inaccurate or invisible
credit records; or
3.7 Million – have minor blemishes or
mistakes on their credit record in the past 6
years.
The opportunity
While retail investors can access a wider
range of asset classes than ever before (such
as Startups, Corporate Debt and Crypto),
direct investment in Consumer Credit is still
inaccessible.
Plend provides direct access to this market, by
allowing lenders to choose who they want to
back at affordable rates, safe in the
knowledge that Plend’s Provision Fund
secures their investment.
Plend is unique because Plend is the UK’s first
social lending marketplace that’s real person
to real person. They provide individual credit
scoring based on future affordability. And
they offer the same gross rate to both
investor and borrower.

The business is already a fully functional
lending marketplace, has a 200+ early user list
(£150K+ pre-committed), 800 + general
waiting list for public launch, and ‘Agreement
in Principle’ for FCA Appointed Representative
status.
How the innovation works
True Social Lending:
Invest in a person, not a faceless financial
product. Plend allows Lenders to access the
same gross rate as the borrowers they
choose to back.
Powered via Open-Banking:
Plend scores the actual affordability of
borrowers to ensure that low-cost lending is
accessible to those in the UK that are missing
out.
Team
James Pursaill – CTO & Founder
Digital project/product manager with 8+
years’ experience building large-scale
websites and apps.
Robert Pasco – COO & Founder
Tax and legal private fund advisor with 8+
years’ experience structuring alternative
credit fund arrangements.
Kevin Allen – Chief Risk Officer
Lending and Credit risk expert with 26+ years’
experience in peer-to-peer lending and openbanking ‘scored’ credit solutions.
Nathan Spiteri – Community Manager
B2C engagement expert with 10+ years’
experience in marketing of retail banking and
FinTech brands.

KiKa enables fair, fast, secure direct
payments for merchants and their
customers.
Funding sought: £1,000,000
Valuation: £8m
Tax Relief: EIS
The problem
Card payments are expensive, slow, and
insecure. Card infrastructure was set up in the
1960s and operates with 3-4 intermediaries
between the customer and the merchant for
both funds & data transfer. The fees are a
mixture of fixed transaction + ad valorem fee
such that the total fees increase as the
transaction value increases. Decreases in fees
have been forced on this industry by
legislation. However, these are still significant
for large and small businesses that operate
tight margins. The funds are transferred
through three intermediaries meaning that it
takes a minimum of 3 working days. The
requirement for the customer to hand over
card details means that there is a significant
risk of fraud.
The opportunity
KiKa payments are direct from bank payments
using open banking technology and
standards. KiKa payments are charged at a
fixed fee based on the volume of payments
bought, resulting in a minimum saving of 80%
on a £100 average transaction value. KiKa
payments are transferred immediately, and
no sensitive data is transferred to the
merchant. The opportunity is vast, with 25bn
card transactions in the UK in 2020. Kikapay
target utilities and other billers, charities,
investment platforms and e-wallet providers,
insurance companies, and central and local
government.
How the innovation works
The Open Banking Standards require Banks to
allow Third Party Providers (TPPs), with Bank

customers consent and authorisation to
initiate payments from customers' online
banking. Open Banking uses API technology
to enable FCA registered TPPs access to UK
(and European) Banks via standard API
endpoints. KiKa is built using API technology
and is hosted on AWS. It can integrate to a
merchant's systems when required.
KiKa is linked to all the main UK banks via
partnerships with technical service providers
Mastercard and Yapily. Merchants are
onboarded with basic information, including
their bank account - all encrypted. This
enhances security as payments can only be
made to bank a/cs held on KiKa. Payment
requests can be distributed via email, text, or
on paper with either a URL or QR code based
on circumstance. The customer UI runs on
local browsers, so a mobile app is not
required.
Team
Chris Moore - Co-Founder and CEO. 15
years as leader in payments industry. Advised
clients on payment optimisation as Head of
Payments Advisory in Europe at
EY. Guarantor of Pay.uk; Founder of APPG on
Open Banking & Payments
Philip Godden - Co-Founder & CPO/CFO
20 years designing business processes and
systems during business change projects
within large corporates.
Etienne Smith - CTO Works for Mohara and
leads the development team. 10 years in
technology. CTO for 6+ ventures (4-70
people) Scaled ventures from pre-seed to
series B.
Tim Walker - Revenue and Business Dev Lead
20 years working with organisations of all
sizes in the banking and payments industry as
a Partner at Deloitte. Transformation lead of a
payments platform for a UK bank. Co-author
of The Handbook of Banking Technology

The Disruption House (TDH) is a specialist
ratings and data analytics business focused
on early-stage software businesses.
TDH’s Innovation-as-a Service (IaaS) platform
reduces the risks and costs associated with
innovation for a large enterprise.
Funding sought: £700,000 in two tranches of
which the first tranche of £310K is already
closed.
Valuation: £5.4m (pre money)
Tax Relief: EIS
The problem
Innovation is essential for long term
competitive outperformance. However, there
is a paradox at the heart of digital
transformation and innovation. High growth
software businesses offer innovative solutions
to institutional challenges however they also
have much higher failure rates than
conventional suppliers:
Under normal market conditions 60% of B2B
software businesses fail in their first 5 years
(TDH research) and 2.4% of Series Seed, 17%
of Series A, 56% of Series B, and 83% of Series
C companies succeed to exit.
This creates a risk premium for purchasers of
their solutions, and a concern for the
regulators that critical financial services being
provided to consumers may fail because of
the financial institution’s dependency on one
of these higher risk providers.
The opportunity
TDH assessments resolve this paradox and
mitigate this risk for both Regulated
Institutions and their Suppliers.
TDH assesses FinTech providers’ technology
offering, enterprise readiness and ESG
policies, testing their survivability and the
risks that they pose to supply chain resilience;

ratings are hosted on an innovative platform
used by buyers and sellers of technology to
facilitate commercial engagement.
How the innovation works
The platform reduces large firms’ costs of
FinTech scouting, evaluating and risk
management by 30-40% and makes it an
affordable process for smaller institutions.
The data and information flow generated
within the platform from the combination of
insights, assessments and network traffic on
where buyer demand is building and which
FinTechs are meeting it successfully is creating
must have data for the high-growth
technology focused investment community.
TDH is established as both a provider of a
start-up 3rd party risk management platform
with global and regional Banks and Asset
Manager clients and as a platform provider to
Trade Associations and Events Organisers,
enabling them to create Market Networks
focused on the Technology providers serving
their members and clients.
Team
Rupert Bull - CEO, Co-Founder over 25 years
of FinTech experience, serial entrepreneur,
co-founded and exited Expand Research to
The Boston Consulting Group (BCG), Senior
Business Development roles at Reuters and
Instinet
Chris Corson – Executive Chairman, CoFounder leads Product Strategy and Business
Operations, over 23 years banking experience,
former Senior Managing Director at Credit
Suisse, Senior Adviser to McKinsey
Dr Usha Back – Research over 10 years of
experience in the financial sector, Capital
Group Companies Investment Analyst
analysing and investing in listed companies.
Ian Green – Data Science and Technology
leads Technology and Data Science, Credit
Suisse for 13 years in both senior business and
technology roles, finishing as Global Head of
Fixed Income eCommerce.

